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Overview

 Cold pool organization and cloud size
 Cold pools over topography
 Approaches to parameterisation

– Variable entrainment rate

– Ongoing work



Cold pools and cloud size
(Böing, Jonker, Siebesma, Grabowski, JAS, 2012)

 Removing “cold pools” from simulation (e.g. averaging 
tendencies due to evaporation) kills deepest clouds



Feedback loop

 Particle exit height (related to cloud depth) versus 
thermodynamic properties (moist static energy)

 Big clouds slightly less “diluted”



Variable mixing rates 

(Böing, Jonker, Nawara, Siebesma, JAS, 2014)



Variable mixing rates 

 Variability of cloud thermodynamic properties

 2 proposals:

– Use a pre-set range of entrainment rates

– Draw from                           (       convergence)



LES

Height independent variable entrainment Entrainment from Gamma at each level



Where do the deepest clouds form

 Deepest clouds do not have very different properties at 
cloud base (as compared to shallow clouds)

 But wider: convective organization



Near environment hypothesis (Böing et al 2012)

 Preferential triggering at cold pool intersection



Cold pools over topography

 Using NWP model COSMO as LES
 320x60x22 km,  200m grid spacing, SLEVE coordinates
 Microphysics: Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006, graupel
 Idealized hill (1500 m, 30 km halfwidth, not steep)



Congestus initiation (Kirshbaum, 2011, JAS)

Convective and Orographically 
Induced Precipitation Study 
(COPS), Vosges/Black Forest

- Diurnal cycle
- No wind shear

Skew-T profile of COPS sounding from Burnhaupt Le Bas in the 
southern Rhine valley at 0800 UTC 15 Jul 2007 (black lines). The 
idealized thermodynamic sounding used for the simulations is 
overlaid in grey (Kirshbaum, 2011).



Rainfall pattern over topography
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Convective initiation over a double ridge
 (Davide Panosetti)
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Triggering of secondary convection on inner slopes 
(Davide Panosetti)



Current and future work

 Fluid dynamics of downdraughts and updraughts 

– Vorticity generation

– Effects of cooling versus loading

– Understanding “entrainment”
 Representing cold pools in a parameterization

or toy model (next slides)



Open-cell phenomenology

 Voronoi like cells, aspect ratio differs from Rayleigh-Benard 
convection

 Precipitation and LWP oscillates (e.g. Feingold et al 2010, 
Seifert and Heus 2013)

 A 2-layer model based on convergence and divergence



Toy model: cold pools 



Many approaches

 Memory (e.g. Mapes and Neale 2011, Davies et al 2009)
 Cellular automata (e.g . Palmer (1997, 2001), Shutts (2005), 

Berner et al (2008), Bengtsson et al (2011,2013), Dorrestijn et 
al (2013))



Variable mixing rates 
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Influence of precipitation on downdrafts
Moderate cold pools in LES mode
Diagnostic: integrated negative buoyancy ∫b (b<0)dz

b=g
θv−θv

θv
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Approaches: physical parameterization

 Qian et al (1998)
 Grandpeix and Lafore (2010)
 Based on theoretical models
 Talks later today...



Approaches: cellular automata

 Dorrestijn et al (2013): data driven transition 
probabilities, depends on neighbor's state

Stratiform Deep

CongestusShallow



Approaches: cellular automata

 Dorrestijn et al (2013): data driven transition 
probabilities



Inspiration for a toy model

 Plant and Craig (2008): statistical cumulus scheme
 Explicit representation of updraft ensemble
 Add cold pool 

mechanism 

After Robert Plant



Toy model: no cold pools

 Forget about rain (set a=0)
 Trigger grid cells with T1 particles in lower layer

 Also trigger neighboring cells with at least T2 (3) 
particles (cloud clumping, Randall and Huffman 1980)



Toy model: no cold pools 

 Sand pile model (Bak, Tang and  Wiesenfeld, 1987)
Iwahashi et al 2003

Frette et al (1996)



Toy model: cold pools

 2 layer model
 Particles connected to grid: “convective instability”
 Random seeding
 At least T1 (here 5) particles in grid cell: move all 

particles to cloud layer
 Cloud layer: after N1 (here 10) time steps particles “rain”



Toy model: cold pools 

 Identify rain clusters (~ paintbucket fill) with size S
 Remove raining particles after N2 (here 10) timesteps
 Move particles in lower layer away from rain cluster 

with speed aS/r (a is a prefactor, r distance to cluster)
 Pick cluster that gives highest velocity 



Toy model: no cold pools

 Avalanche distributions <> cloud size distributions

Dickman et al (2000), also discuss relation 
to damped-driven oscillators

E.g. Yuan (2011)
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